
 

 

Coronavirus weekly round up 

 

Welcome to our Coronavirus weekly round up, highlighting a selection of our key insights 

issued this week.  

COVID-19 Audit & Risk assessments 

Comply with Gov guidelines | Save time and 
reduce costs 

Use our pre-built risk assessment templates to instantly adhere to government 

guidelines, document regulatory compliance, and automate hazard 

identification/remediation. 

Sign up for our 60 day free, no obligation trial to access the platform and templates. 

Sign up 

 

  
 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) business interruption 
test case - post-judgment analysis - 
construction, composite perils and causation 

 

On 15 September 2020 the High Court handed down its judgment in the FCA’s business 

interruption (BI) insurance test case. Pamela Freeland and Sarah Irwin of Weightmans, together 

with the Lexis®PSL Insurance and Reinsurance team consider the judgment and its implications. 

Read more 
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Coronavirus Job Support Scheme: Chancellor 
announces new wage subsidy measures 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, yesterday (24 September 2020) announced 

new wage subsidy measures, to succeed the current Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme 

(furlough), which comes to a close at the end of October. 

Responding to concerns that the end of furlough would create a cliff-edge for businesses 

still struggling with limited capacity and demand, the Chancellor has stated that the new 

Coronavirus Job Support Scheme (CJSS) will provide ongoing assistance for viable jobs 

and help promote economic recovery. 

Read more 

 

  
 

COVID-19 and the increased risk of irritant 
contact dermatitis 

 

Julie Byrne, Solicitor, outlines the effects COVID-19 is having on healthcare workers and 

the regulations surrounding the employers' duty of care. Dermatitis is a skin condition 

caused by contact with something that irritates the skin or causes an allergic reaction. It 

usually occurs where the irritant touches the skin, but not always. It is a condition that all 

employers, especially those who use chemicals, must be aware of and must take steps to 

assess. Perhaps now more than ever, with the increased use of skin cleansing products to 

reduce the risk of infection, the importance of recognising dermatitis, its effects, how 

any adverse reactions can be minimised and what must be done to show that you have 

complied with your duty as a good employer, is vital. 

Read more 

 

 

  

 

The tightening of restrictions to prevent a 
second COVID-19 wave and the impact on an 
already stretched social care sector 

 

How does this latest development affect the already squeezed social care sector? The 

Government’s tightening of restrictions this week to try to control the anticipated second 

wave of COVID-19 is ostensibly aimed at the general public meeting at home. The latest 

recorded increases in infection have been attributed to socialising in households and the 

figures indicate that there has recently been a significant increase in people being 

admitted to hospital. The focus once again is on prevention and the vulnerable in our 
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society. But how does this latest development affect the already squeezed social care 

sector? 

Read more 

 

 

  

 

Student dissatisfaction - resolving the burden 
on universities 

 

The government has confirmed that students who are dissatisfied with their institution’s 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic are entitled to seek redress from their university 

directly. We have a bespoke complaints handling solution, Resolve, to help support 

universities at this critical time. 

 Find out more about Resolve. 

Read more 

 

Weightmans has given free coronavirus 
employment law advice to the NHS since March 
and has extended the scheme until 2021 

National law firm Weightmans will continue to provide employment advice relating to 

Coronavirus to the NHS for free as the demand for the service spikes again. The firm has 

been offering this service to the NHS since the beginning of lockdown in March 2020. 

Enquiries around employment law in the NHS rocketed immediately and as the NHS 

worked under intense strain, the firm offered HR and employment law advice involving 

coronavirus free of charge. With a second wave now imminent, and further questions 

around workforce planning, partial school closures, holiday woes, ‘flu immunisation and 

working within the ‘new normal’, the firm has extended this offer until 2021. 

Read more 

 

  
 

Watch all our webinars, videos and podcasts 

Watch all our webinars, videos and podcasts on demand on our COVID channel. 
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COVID channel 

 

 

 

Navigating you through the 'New Normal' 

As a full service law firm we are here to advise and support our clients through this 

difficult time. Our sector specific teams can give focused and practical advice upon 

the effect of Coronavirus and the concerns surrounding it upon organisations and 

their employees, clients and service providers. Our specialists can provide support 

with contractual and supply chain advice, HR issues, event cancellations, insurance 

claims, and insolvency. 

Learn more 

 

 

Keep in touch 
 

Follow us on social media to receive our latest 
updates direct to your feed. 
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